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Milestone reached
on Sino-Lao railway
Builders began to lay the
first steel truss complex
on June 20 on Yuanjiang
Railway Bridge, which has
the tallest bridge pier in
the world and the longest
span between two piers,
on the Chinese section of
the 925.5-kilometer ChinaLaos railway, a major project in the Belt and Road
Initiative.
The enormous metal
framework, 13.5 meters
long, 16 meters wide and
16 meters high with a
weight of roughly 400 metric tons, is the first of 56
such structural components
to stand on the 832.2-meter
Yuanjiang Railway Bridge,
said engineer Xie Lu from
the China Railway No 4
Engineering Group Co Ltd
(CREC4) the company
building it.
The dual-track bridge,
spanning the V-shaped
Honghe River Canyon, is
one of 134 bridges being
built on the 508.5-km Chinese section of the railway,
which links Yuxi city in
Southwest China’s Yunnan province and the Lao
capital Vientiane and will
be fully operational in December 2021.
The main span of Yuanjiang Railway Bridge,
which is 832.2 meters
long with six piers, is 249
meters in length while its
No 3 pier is 154 meters
high, about the height of 54
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Builders install the first steel truss complex on June 20 at
Yuanjiang Railway Bridge in Yunnan.
Xinhua photo
stories in a high-rise, said
Ruan Zhengjie, Party chief
of Steel Structure Construction Co Ltd under CREC4.
The foundations of the
tallest pier go 78 meters
underground and took 22
months to build, he said.
Construction of the
Chinese section, also called
the Yuxi-Mohan Railway,
started in April 2016 with
an investment of 51.6 billion yuan ($7.9 billion)
and 86.12 percent of it
is comprised of bridges
and tunnels, joining the
Mohan-Boten border gate
in northern Laos.
The 417-km-long Lao
section, linking MohanBoten and Vientiane, has
an operating speed of
160 km per hour with an
investment of 37.4 billion
yuan, said Wang Bingyan,
manager of CREC4’s No
4 subdivision of the YuxiMohan Railway project.

According to him, the
railway will allow landlocked Laos to become
“land-linked”, lowering
production costs and boosting trade, investment and
tourism.
As an important project
in China’s “going global”
efforts, the China-Laos railway is an achievement in
Sino-Lao cooperation under the Belt and Road Initiative, which aims to build
a modern-day Silk Road
connecting economies in
Asia, Africa and Europe by
land and sea, Wang said.
“China aims to build
a 5,500-km Trans-Asia
Railway, which begins in
Yunnan’s provincial capital Kunming and travels
through Laos, Myanmar,
Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia and Malaysia, before
ending in Singapore,” said
Ding He, Wang’s deputy.
(China Daily)
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Starbucks opens
first coffee origin
store in Yunnan
On June 21, Starbucks opened
its first coffee origin store in
Pu’er, a city in southwest Yunnan province famed for its
eponymous fermented tea.
The store aims to creating
the experience of “ bean to cup
”, while presenting the idea
of “the first ten feet” and “the
last ten feet”. It is regarded as
another measure after Starbucks opened its local farmer
support center in Pu’er 6 years
ago.
The store in Pu’er will
supply high-quality Arabica
coffee beans from around
the world all year, including
the one named “South of the
Clouds” blend which includes
beans from Yunnan planters
and is a wonderful offering by
Starbuck’s baking masters.
Since Starbucks lunched
its famer support center in
2012, it has been helping local
Yunnan growers increase the
yield and go global market. At
present, there have been 1,678
coffee estates certified by
C.A.F.E Practices in Yunnan
where coffee cultivation areas
are over 16,000 hectares, and
nearly 17,000 coffee farmers
have been trained.
(Yunnan Daily)
For more
information,
please visit our
website.
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Bingdao: Tea
farmers embark on
new journey

Although every household
in Bingdao Village now can
easily afford fancy cars, they
are considering more about
further development of the
local tea industry.
Bingdao Village is
located in southwest Yunnan’s Shuangjiang County.
Before 2003, nobody came
to the village to buy tea
leaves even at the price of
one for a kilo due to rugged road conditions.
However, blessed with
rare ancient tea trees of hundreds of years old, the tea
brand of Bingdao becomes
more powerful year by
year and its price has now
become the most important
wind indicator of those of
high-end pu’er tea. Currently, as local people become
rich, buying a fancy car is
very easy for them. But they
are considering more about
the further development of
the village.
Villagers said that

they are grateful to their
ancestors for leaving
these ancient tea trees for
them. But besides selling
tea leaves, they value the
long-term development
in the future. They have
now begun to afforest the
mountain slopes and create better environment for
their descendants.
In the meantime, more
youngsters working in cities
have come back to the village and work as tea growers. They use their marketing
knowledge to make contributions to bettering the brand
recognition and enriching
cultural connotation of Bingdao tea.
In the future, the villagers are planning to build
Bingdao into a health tourism destination with local
flavors, providing better
tea culture experience for
visitors.
By Li Hengqiang
(Yunnan Gateway)
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Kunming-Dali high-speed
railway opens to traffic
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40thANNIVERSARY OF REFORM AND OPENING UP

Mekong journalists hail Yunnan’s
opening-up

Mekong journalists try writing on handmade papers in the
Mangtuan village, Lincang.Photo provided to Yunnan Daily

The First Seminar for Media Officials and Journalists
from Mekong Countries recently took place in Yunnan.
They attendees also visited
a China-Myanmar border
area in Lincang.

On the morning of June
16, more than 10 trucks from
China and Myanmar waiting
for cargo inspection stopped
at the goods inspection field
at Qingshuihe Landport in
Mengding Town, Lincang.

The port is a most convenient
land passage linking South
Asia and Southeast Asia to
Yunnan.
“China and Myanmar
have a close friendship,” said
U Myo Maung Maung, assistant reviser of the Publicity
and Public Relations Department of Myanmar Information Ministry, believes that
the linking of Yunnan’s Qingshuihe landport to Kyaukpyu
Port of Myanmar is only a
small marker of the friendly
cooperation between Myanmar and China.
“The inspection and
customs clearance system
at Qingshuihe is very fast,
good and interesting, saving much time for people
who are crossing the border
and facilitating trade and
people-to-people exchanges
between China and Myanmar,” said Visith Teppalath,

a reporter from Laos’ Vientiane Times.
Due to the increase in
border trade and personnel
exchanges between China
and Myanmar, Qingshuihe
Port’s facilities are also constantly upgraded. The new
border crossing to be completed in 2020 is 900 meters
away from the existing border
crossing. Lincang-Qingshuihe
Expressway will pass through
the middle of the border
crossing directly.
Thai participant
Sathapat Phaethong observed: “As for the construction of the Qingshuihe
new port, I am sure that it
will make the two peoples
more connected and have
closer relations. The new
facility will definitely bring
development in all aspects
for the region as a whole.”
(Yunnan Daily)

A CRH2 train is to leave Kunming for Daili.

The Kunming-Chuxiong-Dali high-speed
railway officially opened
to traffic on July 1, 2018.
A Kunming-Chuxiong
ticket costs 71 yuan,
while a Kunming-Dali
ticket costs 145 yuan.
The 280-kilometer
railway starts at Kunming Railway Station
and ends at Dali Railway Station in west
Yu n n a n , w i t h a d e signed speed of 200km/
h. Now, Kunming and
Dali citizens are able
to travel between the
two cities in two hours.
Te n s t a t i o n s a r e s e t
on the line, involving
Kunming, Guangtongbei, Chuxiong, Nanhua,
Xiangyun, Dali and

more.
On weekdays, 29.5
pairs of trains run between Kunming and
D a l i d a i l y. A n d o n
weekends, 31.5 pairs
are planned daily, with
a mean interval of 25
minutes. In the future,
the Kunming-Dali railway will be extended to
Shangri-La and Ruili in
two directions.
Northwestwardly, the
Dali-Shangri-La railway forms part of the
Yunnan-Tibet railway.
Southwestwardly, the
Dali-Ruili railway is expected to put into service
on December 1, 2022,
forming part the ChinaMyanmar Railway.

(Yunnan Gateway)

